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Gain the Competitive Edge with the Ultimate Resource on BusinessObjects XI Release 2
 Publish actionable business reports across your enterprise using BusinessObjects XI and the detailed information contained in this one-stop resource.  BusinessObjects XI: The Complete Reference explains, step-by-step, how to design and build powerful universes, integrate security, execute efficient queries, and distribute the results. 

 You'll learn how to create an implementation strategy that fits your business goals, define and manage users, and integrate your reports into Web and Windows applications.  All of the new and updated features of BusinessObjects XI Release 2 are covered in full detail, including the new architecture, Designer, security through the Central Management Console, InfoView, Web Intelligence, Desktop Intelligence, report scheduling, and auditing usage. 

 

	Develop a visionary BusinessObjects XI deployment strategy 
	Migrate existing deployments to BusinessObjects XI Release 2 
	Use Designer to create robust universes aligned with the business goals that empower users to answer their own questions 
	Design and implement security policies that fit your company's needs 
	Monitor system usage and develop deployment practices for mission-critical BI 
	Translate complex business questions into simple, efficient Web Intelligence queries 
	Design reports that facilitate insight with richly formatted tables, charts, alerters, and report formulas 
	Reach more users with the power of interactive reports to dynamically sort, filter, rank, and drill through to detail at a simple mouse-click


About the Author
   
Cindi Howson is the President of ASK, a BI consultancy.  She has worked with Business Objects since 1994, helping customers around the world implement and optimize their deployments.  As an industry analyst, she authors the BIScorecard(tm) product reviews, teaches for TDWI, and writes for Intelligence Enterprise.  You can contact her at cindihowson@askcindi.com.
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After Effects On the Spot: Time-Saving Tips and Shortcuts from the ProsCMP Books, 2004
Motion graphics artists of all experience levels will  find the solutions they need in an accessible format to build better  compositions, animate with audio, dazzle clients with Visual FX, and much much  more.


Packed with more than 400 techniques, this book delivers what you need to  know—on the spot....
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Circuit Analysis DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Here's the sure cure for CIRCUIT PARALYSIS!
Need to learn circuit analysis but experiencing some resistance in your brain waves?  No stress! Circuit Analysis Demystified will give you the jolt you need to understand this complex subject--without getting your circuits crossed. 

In the first part of the...
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Getting Started in Forex Trading StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A Highly Visual Guide To Developing A Personal Forex Trading Strategy

	

	Getting Started In Forex Trading Strategies

	

	"A great next step to read for the beginning trader. It contains practical advice and resources on trading FOREX that only come with experience."

	-Derek Ching, President, Hawaii...
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Microsoft System Center Configuration ManagerPackt Publishing, 2013

	Microsoft Configuration Manager can promote high reliability and performance for your computers and mobile devices, and this book will give you the skills to deploy it effectively using best practices.


	Overview

	
		Deploy highly available Configuration Manager sites and roles
	
		Backup, restore,...
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Web Matrix Developer's GuideApress, 2002

	"I1's free!" That phrase emblazons many products. Everything from coupons in

	your local grocery store to the trade paper you read this morning use that phrase.

	Web Matrix is another product that uses the phrase "It's free!" However, unlike

	many products for which free also me ans nonuseful, Web Matrix is...
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LINQ to Objects Using C# 4.0: Using and Extending LINQ to Objects and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ)Addison Wesley, 2010

	“For several years, Troy has been one of the key figures in the LINQ community. This comprehensive and well-written book serves as a compendium of the important wisdom and experience that he has accumulated through his years of studying LINQ and its uses.”
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